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About us

LEGA-C (“TopService” ltd) is a reliable fast developing Russian
customs broker with the stuff experienced in foreign economic
activity. Due to the expertise of our employees, LEGA-C has the
comprehensive knowledge and resources to meet customs
brokerage needs for clients of all sizes.

LEGA-C goes with the times and adhere to the
principle of efficiency , usage of modern legal
base and law observance while cooperating
with partners. These factors contribute into the
value of our company, proving the following:

The company specializes in customs clearance and logistics in the territory of
the Russian Federation.
«...positive customs history becomes a capital
of the company, which helps to increase
marketability...»
Liebherr Russland

Infkom

Tarkett

Omega group

head of Federal Customs Service
Mr. Andrey Beliyaninov

Alstom Power

Our competitive edges are as follows:
џ We handle customs formalities at the stations with

the best location in the territory of the Russian
Federation
џ We arrange for the same-day transfer of the goods
џ We provide legal support
џ We offer instant solutions with due regard for the
market

Mr. Beliyaninov emphasizes that size of the
company does not matter. The head of Federal
Customs Service says, that companies,
conducting foreign economic operations in
good faith may expect streamlining of customs
procedures.
All above-stated lets us face the future with
confidence.
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Customs Clearance

We provide a full range of services connected with customs clearance needs:
џ Gathering and matching of all necessary documents
џ Identification of restrictions imposed according to the legislation of the Russian Federation and
џ
џ
џ
џ
џ
џ
џ
џ

Customs Union (the restrictions concerning foreign trade and documents certifying their observance)
Classification of commodity code selection (customs codes)
Editing of specifications and other documentation including a grading by customs codes
Completing of the cargo customs declaration (CCD)
Completing of the customs value declaration (CVD)
Completing of customs value updating and customs payments form (KTS)
Getting the copy of customs declaration and other documents that verify the customs decision accepted
Participation in the customs inspection of the cargo
Directing to the functional departments of customs
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Transportation and Forwarding services

We render a wide range of transportation services:
џ
џ
џ
џ
џ

Multimodal transportation (by road, by sea, by railway, by air)
Planning and working out the optimal schemes of cargo delivery from the Shipper to the warehouse of the Consignee
Safe custody of the goods
Weighing of the goods at consolidated warehouses in Baltic, Poland, the EU
Forwarding at the Russian ports

TIS Group is our first-level carrier.
The company meets the requirements
of ISO 9001:2008.
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Reasons to cooperate with us

LEGA-C is a highly competitive customs broker in the Russian market. Your company will get benefit from cooperation
with us as we offer our partners the following:

џ We guarantee best rates and provide our customers with low cost solutions (in accordance with the
џ
џ
џ
џ

government program “Road Map-2020”)
You get a full range of services rendered by highly skilled specialists
We provide comprehensive customs support including assistance in complying with customs security
and other government requirements
We immediately inform of regulatory changes that can
affect shipments
Our clients get instant access to the information
regarding their imports and exports via Internet

We are committed to the individual approach and
interested in establishing long-lasting mutually
beneficial cooperation.
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Prospects

LEGA-C is an active participant on the customs and logistics
market. We are looking for the partners in different
economic organizatoins and business societies.

We participate in the groups of same specialization in the
Russian Union of Industrialists and Entrepreneurs and in the
Chamber of Trade and Commerce of the Russian Federation.

We are interested in cooperation with foreign companies. Therefore we have applied for membership
to the Chamber of Commerce of Russia and Germany (we expect accendence at the meeting of the
Chamber on the 20th of June 2014) and to the Joint Chamber of Commerce of Switzerland-Russia CIS
(JCC).
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Our basic terminals

A modern customs & logistics terminal is established by
the Alfa Trans Group in the very heart of the complex. It
includes both general and excise customs stations
considerably simplifying goods, raw materials &
component parts’ logistics for foreign trade operators.

"Korund terminal" ltd is a fast developing complex of
transport and logistics in St.Petersburg."Korund terminal"
deals with clearance of any goods (including excise),
arrived in the territory of Russia by road and sea.
http://www.korund-terminal.ru/

In 2011 Stabna Customs Station (Smolensk Customs unit)
won The Best Customs Authority Team Contest of the
Russian Federation in the category “The best inland
customs station”.
http://www.alfa-trans.ru/index_en.html
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Contacts

“TopService” ltd
INN: 7727813450

OGRN: 1137746795350

Registered Office: 28A/1, Balaklavskiy prospekt, 117452, Moscow
Tel/Fax: +7 (495) 318-26-96
E-mail: info@lega-c.ru
Web: www.lega-c.ru
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